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In this fluorescent micrograph, endothelial cells  
(which line the surface of blood vessels) assemble into 

networks on a defined synthetic polymer gel. These  
networks resemble the shape and formation process of  

blood vessel networks in the body. 
 

With his lab group, William Murphy—professor in Biomedical 
Engineering and co-director of the Stem Cell and Regenerative 

Medicine Center—analyzes these networks to predict how drugs 
and chemicals affect the function and formation of blood vessels. 

Such models advance understanding of diseases such as diabetic 
retinopathy, in which proliferation of blood vessels can cause 

significant vision loss. 
 
 

Image courtesy of Michael Schwartz, Murphy Lab



Aparna Lakkaraju, assistant professor in Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, 
studies mechanisms that regulate various functions of the retinal pigment 
epithelium (RPE), the initial site of damage that leads to vision loss in age-
related macular degeneration (AMD). 

As we age, debris accumulates within and around the RPE, which compromises its 
health and function. This image shows vitamin A metabolites (pink), by-products of 
the visual cycle, in the RPE of a human donor. Accelerated accumulation of these 
metabolites causes vision loss in Stargardt inherited macular dystrophy and could 
also contribute to AMD.
 
Image courtesy of Gulpreet Kaur, Lakkaraju Lab 



Collagen, the main structural protein in animal cells, is a triple helix made from three identical repeating 
units. Tesselations—tiled repeatable units comprised of identical repeating units—are forms often 
used in works by artist M. C. Escher. In this artistic rendering of scientific data, H. Adam Steinberg uses 
tessellation as a tool to help visualize collagen structure. 

His goal was to communicate how repeating and interlocking units of collagen—shown in the Escher style 
as a fish—must match their repeating and interlocking parts perfectly to produce proper collagen fibers.

Image courtesy of artist/scientist H. Adam Steinberg  
based on data from R. Raines and C. Tanrikulu 



Immunohistology or impressionism? The resemblance to famous 
works by Monet and Van Gogh is striking in this winning entry from 
UW Communications’ Cool Science Images Contest. A technique called 
immunostaining produced this image of human tissue and blood vessels 
by staining proteins involved in immune response. 

The staining allows observations of which proteins are triggered and can 
inform hypotheses about the causes of disease. With such knowledge, 
Professor Aki Ikeda’s group in the Department of Medical Genetics can better 
understand mechanisms of age-related diseases such as age-related macular 
degeneration, which may lead to development of new therapies. 
 
Image courtesy of Wei-Hua Lee, Ikeda Lab
2016 Cool Science Images Exhibition, 
Mandelbaum & Albert Vision Gallery



Michael Gleicher, professor of Computer Sciences, works to develop data 
visualization techniques to address limitations of scale. The Splatterplot 
technique was designed to overcome the typical scatterplot phenomenon 
known as overdraw, where thousands of points overlap one another and 
make data difficult to read and interpret. 

Splatterplots explicitly handle overdraw by generalizing groups of points into 
density regions, showing overlapped combinations of relationships between 
different sets. In this image, thousands of tree coverage data points from seven 
tree species (7 colors) are depicted as density group sets to emphasize their 
relationships to one another. 
 
Image courtesy of Alper Sarikaya, Gleicher Lab



CHILDADULT

In the Department of Human Development & Family Studies, Assistant Professor Heather Kirkorian  
studies visual attention and learning in infants, children, and adults. While most visual attention research 
uses simple patterns or photographs—removed from the real life complexity children encounter with 
moving people and objects—Dr. Kirkorian focuses on attention to complex information such as television. 

Using specialized cameras to track where children look, she finds that younger viewers’ attention is scattered,  
with each child looking at something different. Conversely, adults are more predictable, often looking at the same 
thing at the same time. These images indicate where children and adults looked during a Sesame Street clip  
(inset screenshot). Such inquiries help Dr. Kirkorian discern how visual attention develops, as well as how infants  
and young children understand and learn from television. 
 
Image courtesy of Heather Kirkorian



Karen Schloss, Assistant Professor of Psychology and the Wisconsin Institute for Discovery – Living 
Environments Lab, investigates how people infer meaning from information visualizations and what 
makes some visualizations more aesthetically preferable than others. 

This image presents a set of color palettes that were generated using Colorgorical—a new, open source, 
interactive tool designed to help people create palettes for data visualizations that are easy to interpret and 
enjoyable to experience. Colorgorical is useful for coloring visualizations such as graphs and maps,  
in which colors are used to represent categorical information.
Image courtesy of Connor Gramazio and Karen Schloss



Dr. David Gamm and his Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences 
lab group have pioneered methods to generate retinas derived 
from human pluripotent stem cells. 

His lab is using these human “retinas-in-a-dish” to study the 
mechanisms of blinding retinal disorders, to investigate new 
potential drug treatments, and to serve as a donor source of cells 
for transplantation therapies. The overall goal of his lab is to develop 
broadly applicable treatments to restore vision to the blind. 
 
Photograph courtesy of Joe Phillips, Gamm Lab



This blood moon photo—one of the winning entries in the annual  
Cool Science Images Contest held by UW Communications—shows the 
coincidence of a super moon and a total lunar eclipse. Considered ‘super’  
due to its unusually close transit to Earth, the moon is shown here as it was  
100 percent eclipsed by Earth’s shadow. 

The blood red color is due to the refraction of visible light through the Earth’s shadow. 
Refracted light undergoes a process called “rayleigh scattering” which shunts blue light 
away and produces a reddish color, like that witnessed in sunsets and sunrises. 

Photograph courtesy of Ethan Heyrman (Geoscience)
2016 Cool Science Images Exhibition, 
Mandelbaum & Albert Vision Gallery



Vision physiologist Bikash Pattnaik, Department of Pediatrics, 
studies Leber congenital amaurosis (LCA)—an inherited form 
of childhood blindness. A collaborative study between clinical 
ophthalmologists, human geneticists, and the Pattnaik lab 
recently discovered the molecular basis of a mutation in a 
known ion-channel gene that causes a form of LCA. 

Gene therapy holds promise for treatment, as it can introduce a 
“good” copy of the gene to overcome the mutation. In this image, 
a green fluorescent marker attached to the ion channels shows 
appropriate targeting to cell boundaries. This is a successful first  
step in developing gene therapy to cure LCA. 
Image courtesy of Pawan Shahi & Sabrina Stulo, Pattnaik Lab



In this microscope view of the center of a canine eye, a polka dot pattern of 
pink and blue spheres reveals two different disease conditions. The pink dots 
are lens protein leaking from a rapidly developing cataract, as would be seen in 
canine diabetes. The blue dots evidence a condition called asteroid hyalosis, in 
which small opacities appear in the jelly-like fluid that fills the back of the eye. 

Veterinary ocular pathologist Dick Dubielzig, emeritus professor in Pathobiological 
Sciences, notes this as a common finding in the eyes of many dogs (and also in 
humans, cats, and chinchillas). Asteroid hyalosis does not usually severely affect vision.   

Photograph courtesy of Dubielzig Lab



Gene therapy holds promise as a way to target and protect retinal 
ganglion cells (RGCs), which are damaged in glaucoma. Noting that 
the AAV2 virus can deliver genes to RGCs under normal conditions, 
Professor Rob Nickells and his Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences 
group asked how efficient this process is when RGCs are damaged. 

As a test, mice carrying a silent red fluorescent reporter gene received an 
injection of the AAV2 virus after optic nerve damage; cells that took up the 
virus expressed the reporter and turned red. Not only did RGCs and the optic 
nerve (extending down) turn red, but other cell types were also labeled—
indicating that damage increases the ability of AAV2 to target multiple cell 
types, which may have positive ramifications for potential therapies.

Image courtesy of Heather Schmitt & Randie Schlamp, Nickells Lab



For more information on how to partner with the McPherson 
Eye Research Institute in support of research, education and 
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